
What happens if your 16-year-old 
son is accused of rape for having sex 
with his 15-year-old girlfriend? 

What can you learn about 
estate planning from Michael 
Jackson and Frank Sinatra? 

Are you creating a potential 
break-in risk with your 
Facebook posts?

Learn the answers to these tantalizing subjects and more every week on 
Scott Weinberg’s legal radio show, Weinberg on the Law,  

a production of CBS Radio’s WXYT 1270 AM.  
Weinberg On The LaW AiRS SundAYS fRoM 9-10 A.M.

syndicated nationally on Internet radio Talkzone.com

attorney Scott Weinberg connects with 
politicians, lawyers, journalists, and local 
leaders with his one‑of‑a‑kind radio show.
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FOr iMMediaTe reLeaSe

BuILdING A COMMuNITy Of LAW
“Today, practicing law is not just about court cases,” says Weinberg, a 23-year 

veteran in the local legal sector, having practiced on both sides of the bench, as 
prosecutor and now defense attorney, in his career. “You have to create relationships 
with, and learn from, other lawyers, judges, politicians, journalists and local 
leaders so that you can be at the top of your game.”

Weinberg is an energetic radio show host, with famed guests that include:

“in two decades of practicing law, i’ve seen and heard just about everything,” 
says Weinberg, who is managing partner of the Weinberg Law firm in franklin. 
The firm defends clients throughout the state of Michigan. “it’s an honor to be 
able to offer what i’ve learned to keep others safe and out of jail.”

Weinberg manages a dozen attorneys in defending clients on a variety of 
criminal offenses. Before he founded Michigan Criminal Lawyers PC in 1997 
(which now operates under the name Weinberg Law), he worked with noted 
lawyer Bill Bufalino for 10 years. Before that, he was a sex crimes prosecutor in 
Macomb County.

Scott Weinberg has been an expert guest commentator on Court TV, WWJ and 
WXYT radio for noted cases including People v. Dr. Jack Kevorkian, the Jenny 
Jones murder case, People v. Donald Debolt and People v. Watts. He is also a 
regular radio guest on Court TV, Tru TV, CBS Radio, fox news, WWJ and 
WXYT radio.

Weinberg is a graduate of university of Michigan and university of detroit 
School of Law and a member of the Michigan and illinois State Bar Associations.

Interview Scott Weinberg!

WdIV Channel 4 crime • 
reporter and author 
Paula Tutman

Celebrated attorney • 
Geoffrey Fieger

Michigan Gubernatorial •	
Candidates

Renowned Politician • 
L. Brooks Patterson 

Wayne County Prosecutor • 
Kym Worthy

NPR Journalist•  
Celeste Headlee 

...And dozens of others

CONTACT:
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Lynne Meredith Schreiber 
(248) 376-0406 • lynne@yourppl.com
www.yourppl.com

Scott Weinberg 
is available for 

interviews upon 
request.

Contact:
Lynne Schreiber 
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Weinberg on the Law on 
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Sundays, 9‑10 a.m. 

www.weinbergonthelaw.com  www.1800nojail1.com  http://scottweinberg.wordpress.com  www.facebook.com/weinbergonthelaw  www.twitter.com/weinberglawfirm

Read Scott Weinberg’s Blog: 
http://scottweinberg.wordpress.com

Listen to 
interviews & shows on  

www.weinbergonthelaw.com
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COMMuNITy 
LEAdERS SPEAk:
Quotes from Weinberg on the Law interviews

“We need lawyers who are always capable and 
always interested in taking on the system.”– Scott Weinberg,  in conversation with Geoffrey Fieger

“You have to know exactly what to 
do, how to do it, and be willing to 
do it.”– Sheriff Mike Bouchard, 
on running for office

“Public safety is supposed to be 
the number one function of 
government.”– Kym Worthy, on the role of 
the prosecutor’s office

“if you’re going to law school to make a lot of money, or if 
that is your desire in life, you won’t be happy. That’s true 
in every profession.”– Geoffrey Fieger, on choosing a law career today

“The Whistle blowers act in Michigan protects 
employees who threaten to or actually do inform 
public authorities.”– Bruce Miller, on workers rights

“We are fighting for the 
common man.”– Mark Bernstein, on 
personal injury law

“if you see something, 
say something.”– Jules Olsman, 
on elder care

“Plan for what might happen 
tomorrow just in case it doesn’t 
go the way you think it will.”– Danielle Mayoras,  
on estate planning
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